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On some types of incompletely specified automata 
BY M . K . CHIRKOV 
1. Preliminaries 
In this paper the most general definition of an incompletely specified (or par-
tial) finite automaton (generalized, probabilistic and deterministic) is proposed 
and some special classes of such automata are introduced. The conceptions of 
this paper are the further development of the author's ideas, stated in the book 
[1]. The known notions of partial finite automata (for example [1], [2], [3] and [4]) 
are included in the proposed definitions as exeptional cases. For the notations 
and notions that will not be defined here, the author refers to the books [1] and [5]. 
First of all it is useful to recall some definitions of the completely specified 
finite automata theory [1] and [5], and introduce some further notations. 
By an alphabet X we mean a finite non-empty ordered set of elements. A finite 
sequence X(t)=XslXSi... XSt (XS.£X, i&0) is called a word over X, and t=\Xw\ 
is the length of Xw. We use the notations X* and X' for the set of all words over 
X and for the set of all words of length t over X, respectively. Besides the following 
notations are used for the sets of all real numbers, vectors and matrices: 
m = (-~>, =o), Mm = {r\r = (rlt r2, ..., r j , i = T^i), 
0T-" = {R\R = (r0.)m,„, r^m, i = j = 17^}. 
A vector is called stochastic (or probabilistic) if all its entries are non-negative 
and the sum of its entries is equal to 1. A matrix is called stochastic (or probabilistic) 
if all its rows are stochastic vectors. A stochastic vector is called degenerate if one 
of its entries is 1 and the other are equal to 0. A stochastic matrix is degenerate 
if all its rows are degenerate stochastic vectors. The following notations are used for 
the sets of all stochastic (degenerate stochastic) m-dimensional vectors and ( m X n ) -
matrices: 
0>m = {p\p = (p1,p2,...,pm), p ;€[0, 1], i = ZPi = l}, i 
= {d\d = (d1,d2,..., dm), o, i}, i = 2 ¿i = I}-
i 
= {p\p = (Pij)mtn, pu£[0, 1], ZPij = 1, i = hm, J = r ^ } , 
j 
®m'n = {D\D = (¿fj.)mi„, dye{o, 1}, 2 d,j = 1 ,i = T^m, j = IT"}. 
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Let X={X1,X2,...,X„}, A = {A1,A2, ...,Am}, Y= {71; V2, ..., Yk) be the 
alphabets of inputs, states and outputs, respectively. Then a finite generalized auto-
maton is a system 
A gen=(X,A,Y,r™,R) (1) 
where r(0>£&m is the initial vector and R (£{%nm-km) is the transition-output matrix, 
which presents a mapping of XxAxYxA into the set of real numbers 0t. The ma-
trix R is usually represented by a combination of its nk square submatrices (Xs, y,)} 
such that 
•• ' TO flCA^n) ... n ) ) 
R 
R(X„,Y1) R(X„,YS) ... R(X„,Yk)) 
In this case it may be said that R presents a mapping of XX Y into Mm,m. The 
domain of this mapping is extended from XX Y to (XX. Y)' ( /=1 ,2 , ...), where 
(XXY)' = YW)\XM£ X', YMeY'} 
and 
R(X{'\YW) = [[ R(XSt,Ylt), 
¡=1 
with 
X^ == XS1XS2 ... XSt, y(() = YtiYh...Ylc. 
The generalized mapping <P induced by a generalized automaton Agen (in notation: 
i11- Agen) is the mapping of 
(XXY)* = { ( Z W , F ( " ) ¡ X ^ e X ' , t = 0, 1, ...}, 
into 3% defined by 
yW) = r(o) f i R(XSi,Yt)e, i = 1 
where e is the m-dimensional column vector whose each entry is 1. 
Hereafter we use the term automaton to mean a finite automaton. 
A probabilistic automaton 
A pr = (X,A,Y,p«>\P) (2) 
is a generalized automaton (1) such that r(0) =pi0) €0>m and R = p<o) js c an e c i 
the initial probabilistic distribution on the state set A and P is called the transition-
output probability matrix of the automaton A„r. The elements of P are treated as 
Psuj = PrWAjlXsAJ. 
A probabilistic automaton Apr induces the probabilistic mapping <P of (XX X)* into 
the closed real interval [0, 1] defined by 
- 4>(X{'\ y«>) = Pr(Y{,)\Xw) = /;(0) ¡jP(Yli\Xs)e, i = l 
where P(YU\XS) is the proper square submatrix of R. 
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A deterministic automaton 
Adet = (X,A,Y,S°\D) 
is a probabilistic automaton (2) such that p i0) = d(0)£@m and p=D^S)n m-k m . If 
d(0) = (dl, d2, ..., dm), dj = 1, dt = 0, i^j, then Aj is called the initial state of Adet. 
A deterministic automaton Adet with the initial state Aj induces the deterministic 
mapping 
Фу. X* ^Y* 
given by 
ф.(Xм) = У <() о d(0) ]J D(XS., Yh)e = l. 
¡=1-
2. Partial vectors, matrices and automata 
Hereafter we use the term "partial" to mean "incompletely specified". In 
accordance with the classical automata theory an automaton Agen (Apr or Adet) is 
partial if some of the elements of rf°\ R (p(0>, P or dim, D) are undefined and rep-
resented by "—" ([2], [3] and [4]). The conditions under which this occurs are 
usually treated as "don't care conditions" when either some combinations of in-
put and present state never occur or the output (the next state) is of no concern 
for some combinations of input and present state. Such an incomplete specification 
is usually interpreted to mean that the designer may use these incomplete speci-
fications in arbitrary way to his advantage in obtaining a completely specified 
automaton. It is clear that such an interpretation of partial automata is not 
universal and does not embrace many interesting (as theoretical, so practical) 
cases. For example, there are many such problems that an incomplete specification 
of an automaton is the result of our ignorance of its exact structure or is the 
effect of the opportunity to choose its structure from a certain restricted class of 
structures. As a rule in practice there are not free choises of the indeterminate 
elements of r ( 0 \ R (p(0\ P or d(u>, D) and the various ways of their specification are 
closely interdependent. Thus it will be usefull to offer the most general interpre-
tation of partial automata. 
Some more general classes of partial probabilistic vectors, matrices and automata 
were proposed and studied by the author in the book [1]. Now we are going to make 
the furthermost generalization of the concept of partial vectors, matrices and auto-
mata. The main idea of this generalization is that any partial object (vector matrix, 
automaton) may be treated as a set of completely specified objects (vectors, matrices, 
automata) which are the results of various ways of its specification. Thus it is possible 
to describe this partial object by means of a set of objects and to investigate this set. 
We shall now introduce the following general definitions. Any non-empty 
subset r of the set 9tm is called a partial m-dimensional vector. Any non-empty 
subset R of the set " is called a partial (m Xn)-matrix. For instance, the partial 
(mXm) -matrix 
R = {R\R£3tm'm, ]-K[€(0, 2]} 
is the subset of those (mXm)-matrices whose determinants have values lying in 
the interval (0, 2]. 
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A partial generalized automaton is a system 
Agen — ( X , A, Y , r w , R) ( 3 ) 
where X, A, Y are as usual the alphabets of inputs, states and outputs, r(0> (G32m) 
is a partial initial vector and R is a partial transition-output matrix. 
A partial generalized automaton (3) defines the set of completely specified generalized 
automata (1) such that 
Agen€A „ „ O f f o ' e ^ & R£R. 
By the partial generalized mapping $ induced by Agen we mean the following set of 
mappings of (XX10* i n t ° 
§ = {$\$]- Agen, Agent AgenY 
3. Partial /»-vectors, /»-matrices, /»-automata 
In accordance with above definitions any non-empty subset p of the set SPm 
is called a partial probabilistic vector, or shortly, a partial p-vector. Any non-empty 
subset P of the set 0""'" is called a partial probabilistic (mXn)-matrix, or shortly, 
a partial p-matrix. Thus, any partial vector r (matrix R) is a partial p-vector (p-
matrix) if and only if all r f j - (R£R) are stochastic. 
A partial probabilistic automaton (a partial p-automaton) is a system 
A pr = (X,A,Y,pO\P) 
where p{0> Q 0>m, P 0>nm-km and 
Apr€Apr «=>• p(0)£/?(01 & PiP. 
So far we have said nothing about methods of specification of r(0), p(0\ R, P. 
As it was shown in [1] some problems of abstract theory of partial automata may be 
investigated without indication of such a concrete specification method. But there 
are many problems which may be solved only if this method is given. Many different 
types of partial vectors, matrices and automata may be constructed by various methods 
of specification of r t0), /¡(0), R and P. Some of them will be introduced hereinafter.. 
4. Partial /-vectors,/-matrices,/-automata 
Let £1, •••> be q independent parameters and d1, a2, ..., aq be their 
' domains. Let /¡(£ l 5 £,2, £«) 0"=L tri) be real single-valued functions. Then a 
partial vector 
f={r\r = (r1,r2,...,rm), rt =/;((?!, ..., Q, i = 1, m, v = l , q} (4) 
is called a partial f -vector and is presented as 
f - i m Q I M i Q ) , - M Q ) ) v = ¡77) 
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where 
Accordingly, a partial matrix 
W R = {R\R = ixij)m,n5 ru =fij({Q), i = Um, j = U v - I~q), 
where/Jj is a real single-valued function ( i = l , m, j= 1, n), is called a partial f-ma-
trix and is presented as 
R = (/y (&}))«. . v = U ) . (5) 
For example, 
* - Mt4 
is a partial square /-matrix of order 2. 
By substituting the different values of the parameters into / or f t j , the various 
completely specified vectors or matrices of r or R may be found. 
We say that a function /({cv}) essentially depends on the parameter £v if there 
exist b1} b2 £ <?v such that 
f ( J i 1 , ••• > £ v - l > b l , ^v + 15 ••• > ^Ij) ^ / 0 ^ 1 > ••• > 4 v - l > 5 + •••5 i g ) 
holds. 
A partial /-vector (4) essentially depends on if some of its elements essentially 
depends on £v. Two partial /-vectors are called indepedent if there is no such parame-
ter on which both /-vectors essentially depend. 
If every two rows of a partial /-matrix are independent partial /-vectors then 
this matrix is called a partial f-matrix with independent rows and it may be represen-
ted in the form 
R = ( f i M ^ j U n C ^ ' W , i = h m , V = h q d , 
where all parameters are independent. 
If every two columns of a partial /-matrix are independent partial /-vectors then 
this matrix is called a partial f-matrix with independent columns. Such a matrix 
may be represented in the form 
R = (fiMW}))^ v = 1, qj, j = 1, m). 
For example, 
where 
Ul2 )+cosf<2 ) 3 <?i2) cf,?) Y 
^ [ y . l ) , {0,1,2}, 
71 Tl 
LT' ~4f 
is a partial square /-matrix of order 2 with independent rows. 
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In accordance with above definitions a partial generalized f -automaton is a system 
Agen = (X, A, Y, r<0\ R), (6) 
' < 0 ) = ( / i ({cv}) . /2({cv})=. . . , / * ( { £ , » ) . 
R = (U lj ( {Q))nm, km , f v 6 <?v , V = 1 ,q 
where / ¡ , / s i j ( j are real single-valued functions defined on all <!;v(£<jv, v= 1, q) and 
<7W ( v= l , q) are specified. 
Let R(XS, Yt) be a partial square /-submatrix of R defined by 
Yd = {fsi.iMQ)) 
i = 1, m, j = 1, m. 
Then the partial generalized mapping $ (the set of mappings of (XX Y)* into Sk 
induced by the partial generalized /-automaton (6) may be defined by 
$(X<'\ 7 « ) = ¿R(XSi, Y,t)e (cv6av , v = 17q). 
5. Partial //-vectors, //-matrices, //-automata 
A partial /-vector (4) is probabilistic if and only if 
O s / , ( { i v } ) s l a n d ^ / , ( { { V } ) = 1 v = l 7 ? ) . (7) 
i 
Such a partial /-vector is called a partial pf-vector. A partial /-matrix (5) is a partial 
pf-matrix if 
. and 2/u({Cv}) = 1 v = Uq, i = (8) 
j 
For example, 




is a partial square pf-matrix of order 2. 
It is clear that there are no partial //-matrices with independent columns, but 
we shall say that a partial / /-matrix P is a partial pf-matrix with minimal dependent 
columns if there is a partial /-matrix R with independent columns such that for 
every completely specified stochastic (mXn)-matrix P, 
PeP*>P£R 
holds. 
A partial probabilistic f-automaton (i. e., a partial pf-automaton) is a system 
kpt = (X,A,Y,p*\P), 
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and 
where 
P(a) = (/i({U)> -./«(&})). 
2fi({Q) = i (9) 
i 
P = C/si, I j ( v}))nm, km ' 
0 ^ f s u A Q ) = 1, ZfsuMQ) = U (10) 
u 
çv€<rv, v = \ , q, s=l,n, i,j=\,m, l=l,k. 
6. Partial /-vectors, /-matrices, /-automata 
A partial /-vector defined as 
f = C f I , / , , - , / J , = 
V 
i = \,m, £ v €i v , v = 1, q 
where ajv> (v = 1, q, i= 1, m) are real coefficients, is called a partial l-vector. A partial 
/-matrix defined as 
R = (fu)m,n, fu = 2 <V>Cv, 
V 
i = l , m , 7 = 1, n, £v€<xv, v = l ,q, 
is called à partial l-matrix. For example, 
I 4 2 ^ + 1 &J* 
M l « 4 ] ' M 2 ' 4 ) -
A partial generalized l-automaton is a system 
Agen = (X,A,Y,r(°\R), 
where 
r«» = (Z a i v ) £v, 2 4 v ) i v , 2 
V V V 
^v)nm, km > 
v 
Accordingly, a partial /-vector (/-matrix, generalized /-automaton) is a partial 
/»/-vector (/^/-matrix, ^/-automaton) if for all its entries / ( / j , / , / , - , ^ ) the conditions 
(7) ((8), (9), (10)) hold. Some examples of partial pi-automata may be found in [1]. 
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7. Partial ¿-vectors, ¿-matrices, ¿-automata 
A partial /-vector in form 
r = ( £ ( i v € < 5 v , v = l , q ) 
where dv (v = l, q) are defined subsets of is called a partial vector with independent 
elements, or more briefly, a partial a-vector and is specified as 
(11) 
A partial /-matrix in form 
R = (£ij)m,n i = 1, m, j = \,n), 
where a^ (i—\,m, j=\,ri) are defined subsets of 1%, is called a partial a-matrix 
and is specified as 
& = (?tj)«.», (12) 
i.e., in form of matrix whose elements are defined subsets of 0t. For example, 
H1] M {T.tMT1] 
2 i _ i 11 j i 1 1 } 
4 I 2 ' 2) 18 ' 4 ' 2 J 
1 0 {t\Z = Y' < = l > 2 > - } 
It is useful to notice that each partial /-matrix with independent rows and 
columns may be represented in form of a partial 5 -matrix. 
Accordingly with these definitions a partial generalized 5-automaton is a system 
R = 
Agen = (X, A, Y, ?<»>, R), 
z(o) r»> = (<?!, <?2, ..., &m), R = {dsUj)nmikm 
where 5sUj are defined subsets of St. If 
„(0) 
Age„ = (X, A, Y, r«»f R) 
(r1,r2, ..., rm), R = (rsi<lj)nm k 
(13) 
is a completely specified generalized automaton then 
Agen€Agen r^Si & rsUJ€dsUJ for all s,i,l,j. 
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8. Partial pa-\ectors, /^-matrices, /»a-automata 
A partial p-vector with minimal dependent elements is a subset of 0"" defined as 
P = {P\P = (Pl> P2, PmlPi^i^l0, 112 Pi = lY 
Such a partial /»-vector is called a partial pa-vector and is specified in form 
p = (a1,a2, ...,am) (14) 
where a t ( /=1, rri) are defined subsets of [0, 1] and the condition £ Pi = 1 is omitted 
as obvious. ' 
A partial /»-matrix defined as 
P -- {p\p - ouj)m.n, Pu^ij i [o, i], 2Pij = 1, i = j = 
J 
may be specified in form 
P = (?ij)m.n (15) 
where a^ ( /=1, m, j= 1, n) are defined subsets of [0, 1] and the conditions 2 Pij= ' j 
(i= 1, m) are omitted as obvious. Such a partial p -matrix is called a. partial pa -matrix. 
It is clear that each partial /»/-matrix with independent rows and minimal dependent 
columns may be specified in form of a partial pa-matrix. 
We say [1] that a partial pa-vector (14) is correctly specified if <?,• ^ 0 
m 
(aiQ[0, 1], /=1 , m) and for each P j ^ S j there exists p t 6 ( i ^ j ) such that 2 Ps= 1 
S = 1 
(j= 1, m). A partial pa -matrix is correctly specified if each of its rows is a correctly 
specified partial pa-vector. For example, 
P = 
H) M 
is a correctly specified partial pa -matrix. 
A partial pa-automaton is a system 
A pr = {X,A,Y,p^\P) 
where p(-°'> = (S1,di,..., am) is a correctly specified partial pa-vector (a partial prob-
abilistic distribution on the state set) and P=(asijj)nm,km is a correctly specified 
partial transition-output pa -matrix. 
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9. Partial /-vectors, /-matrices, /-automata 
Let us propose the following notations, where oc, /?£{0, 1}: 
H ( i f « = 0, 0 ( ) if 0 = 0, [ if a = 1 I _ I ] if fi = 1. 
A partial <7-vector (11) is called a partial vector with interval elements (a partial 
i-vector) if in (11) 
fi, 
= I I ( ' =hm) 
<xi 
where a , - , { 0 , 1}, a h ¿,6 <b i if «¡/^ = 0, if a , /? ;=l . Thus a partial 
/-vector is a partial ¿-vector such that each of its elements is an interval (closed or 
unclosed) . 
Accordingly, a partial i-matrix is a partial ¿-matrix (12) such that 
du= | au,bu | (/ = 1, m, j = 1, n) 
where (iu£ {0, 1}, au, fi^M, a^b^ if ccupij=0, if = For 
example, 
R 
A partial generalized i-automaton is a system 
Agen - (X, A, Y, r«», R), 
( Pi h ^ 
= | «i. »1 | » | a2,b2 \ , am, bm | I, 
«2 • / « ' 
^ = (l asUJ, bsiJJ f ' ' J ) Va . /nm, 
(16) 
fcm 
A partial generalized /-automaton (16) defines a set of completely specified gen-
eralized automata such that 
Agen £ Agen a,,^] & /-s/i tj e I £>si, ¡j | for all s, /, l,j 
where Agen is defined by (13). 
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10. Partial /»/-vectors, /»/-matrices, /»/-automata 
A partial pi-vector (a partial probabilistic vector with interval elements) is 
a partial pa-vector (14) such that 
' s, = \ a,-, b £ i ' g [0 ,1 ] 0 = 1 7 ^ ) . 
A partial pi-matrix is a partial pa-matrix (15) such that 
f„ 
au = | au, bu | i [0 ,1 ] (i = 1, w , j = 1, n). 
For example, 
P = 
[0; 0,3) [0,2; 0,4] (0,3; 0,8] 
(0,1; 0,2] (0,3; 0,5] [0,3; 0,6) 
[0,2; 0,3] [0,5; 0,6] 0,2 
is a correctly specified partial square /»/-matrix of order 3. 
A partial pi-automaton is a system 
kpr = (X,A,Y,p^,P) 
where p<0) is a correctly specified partial m-dimensional /»/-vector and P is a correctly 
specified partial /»/-matrix of size nmXkm. In the case of closed intervals the problem 
of partial /»/-automata minimization was studied in [1]. 
11. The conditions of correct specification 
Now we are going to find the conditions which must be satisfied for correct 
specification of a partial /»/-vector (/»/-matrix, /»/-automaton). Such conditions in 
case of at = pi=l ( /= 1, m) were found in [1]. 
Theorem. Let p be a partial pi-vector defined as 
Vhere 
P = I a i , i > i \ , \ «2, b2 V«1 «2 
> bm (17) 
ah ¿»¡f' ^ 0, I a „ b,'\' g [0,1], i =1, m. 
ahen p is correctly specified if and only if the following conditions hold for j=\, m: 
(a) l - 2 b , (18) 
and 
«j = 1 ~ 2 b, & 3 i: i # j, p.= 0 =y a j = 0, (19) 
(b) bj* 1 - 2 a, (20) 
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and 
bj = l - 2 a, = 0 =• fij = 0. (21) 
Proof. For the proof of the necessity let p be a correctly specified partial pi-
vector. Since p^Q thus 2 — 2 1> and for every j, 
i i 
bj s 1 - 2" b„ a j ^ l - 2 * i - (22) 
Assume now that the condition (18) does not hold for any j and bj—aj>0, 
a j ^ l - 2 b t . (23) 
Then we take 
aj + l - 2 h 
Pj = . ( 2 4 > 
f j 
Since (22) and (23) hold thus a^p^bj and pj£\ aj, bj |. Since p is correctly 
*j 
specified thus there must be a probabilistic vector p=(j>1,p2, ...,pm)£p such that 
Pj has a value (24). Then for p, 
aj+l-2bi aj+l-2bi 
2 v i = 1 = ~ J — + 2 v i ^ 2 b t 
i ' Z i j t j A iyij 
holds. This implies that 
which contradicts our assumption (23). Therefore in the case bj — a j > 0 the condition 
(18) holds. 
In exeptional case when dj=[aj,aj]=aj, every probabilistic vector pdp has 
P j = a j and, therefore, 
2 Pi = 1 = a j + 2 Pi = <*j+ 2 P i , 
i ¡¡¿j i^j 
i.e., the condition (18) also holds. 
Assume now that aj=l — 2bi (i.e., aj+ 2 bt = \) and there is an s ^ j such 
. i / j iVj 
that Ps=0 but <y.j= I. Since p is correctly specified thus in this case there is a proba-
bilistic vector pdp such that Pj=aj, ps<bs. Then for the vector p, 
2 P i = 1 = a j + 2 Pi< a j + 2 bt 
i i^j 
holds. But this contradicts our assumption. Therefore <^=0 and the condition (19) 
holds. This ends the proof of the necessity of the conditions (a). 
The necessity of condition (b) can be shown similarly. 
Conversely, assume that conditions (a) and (b) hold for p. We prove that p 
i>j 
is correctly specified. Let us take any j and any pj£ | a j , bj | . It follows from (18) 
and (20) that "j 
1 - p j £ 1 -bj s 2 c>i, 1 -Pi ^ 1 -aj ^ 2 bt. (25) 
i^j i^j 
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We take for zVy the following elements of a vector p = (p1,p2, • •••,pm) 
1 - P j ~ 2 "i 
P' = a' + Vft - aJ * J)' (26) 2 (Oi-flj) 
where 2 (¿»¡—a,)>0 (if 2 ( b t~ a i )=® then a i = 0 ' = 1, w) and /» is a completely 
specified probabilistic vector). Then for the vector p, 
i.e., p is a probabilistic vector. Now we shall prove that p£p. 
From (25) and (26) we have that /»;Saf OVy) and for any i ^ j , 
p. = fl. o = a( V 1 - p . = 2 a.-
If ¿¡=0; then <r;=[a;, =a , . If 1 —pj = 2ai then in accordance with (25), P j = b j 
Pj= I, 1 —bj= 2 ai a n d it follows from (21) that a ~ l ( i^ j ) . Thus if pi=al for 
any i ^ j then a ; = l and /»; € =[a,-, ¿»,-1. Moreover, it follows from (25) that 
1 -Pj~ 2 Qi^ 2 
iVj iVj 
Therefore, Pi = b{ (i^j), and for any i^j, 
P i = bi <=• bi = a-, V 1 - P j - £(¡1= 2 (bi~ai)-
If bi = ai then = = If 1 2 (bi~ai) t h e n 1 -Pj= 2 bi and> 
in accordance with (25), p — a^, a,- = 1. In this case the condition (19) implies $¡=1 
(i^j). Thus if Pi = bi for any i ^ j then fl~ 1 and /»;6 <7; = | ¿»¡]. Finally, if for 
any i ^ j , a ^ P i ^ b i then /»¡£ \a i ,b i | . Thus, we proved that the constracted vector ai 
p is probabilistic and pip. Therefore, p is correctly specified. This completes the 
proof of the Theorem. 
12. Partial ¿»-vectors, ¿»-matrices, ¿»-automata 
A partial /-vector 
r = (f1({Q),f2({Ql-,fMQ)) (Cv€{0,1}, v = (27) 
where/({¿;v}) (i=l,m) are boolean (logical) functions, is called a partial boolean 
vector (a partial b-vector). A partial /-matrix 
R = C/u({W))m.. (£,€{<>, 1}, v = TTq) (28) 
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where/¡j({cv}) 0 = 1, m , 7=1 , «) are boolean functions, is a partial b-matrix. For b-
vectors and ¿-matrices the domain of every parameter is {0, 1}, therefore it may be 
omitted. For example, 
w e , ti&vzj-
If a partial ¿-vector (¿»-matrix) is a partial ¿-vector (¿-matrix) then its elements 
may be 0,1 or {0,1}. In this case it is convenient to replace {0, 1} by "—". For example, 
R = 
0 - 1 
- 0 -
1 1 -
A partial generalized b-automaton is a system 
Agen = (X, A, Y, r(°), R), 
p(o) _ (/ l>/2> R - ( / , / )„ 
where fi=fi({£v}), fij=fij({£i)) are boolean functions of the parameters c l 5 c2 , ..., cq 
13. Partial ¿-vectors, ¿/-matrices, ¿/-automata 
If a partial ¿-vector (27) is also a partial p-vector then and 
/ , / , = 0 ( i ^ j ) , V/ f = 1- • (29) 
Such a partial vector is called a partial d-vector. Thus if a partial ¿»-matrix (28) 
is also a partial /»-matrix then it is of form 
D = (Jij)m,n, f i j f u = 0 C M 0 , V / I J = 1 0 = 1 ,m) (30) 
and D^3>m,n. Such a partial matrix is called a partial d-matrix. It is useful to notice 
that any subset of Q)m(S6m'n) may be specified as a partial ¿/-vector (¿/-matrix). 
For example, 
" W * && 0 " 
D = & && && 
. < ^ 3 0 , 
is a partial square ¿/-matrix of order 3. 
If a partial ¿/-matrix is a partial pa -matrix then {0, 1} may also be replaced 
by "—", but it is necessary to keep in mind the conditions (30). 
A partial deterministic automaton (a partial d-automaton) is a system 
A det = (X,A,Y,d^,D) 
where ¿ / ( 0 ) =( / i , / 2 , . . . , / J is a 'part ial ¿/-vector and D = (fsiilJ)„mikm is a partial 
¿/-matrix. 
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14. Automata programming 
Above the most general definitions of incompletely specified finite automata 
were proposed and some special classes of such automata were introduced. For 
these automata all classical problems of the automata theory may be formulated. 
Some of such problems were investigated, for example in [1]—[4] for certain 
partial p -automata, partial pi-automata and partial ¿/-automata. But a partial 
automaton is a more interesting object for investigation than a completely 
specified automaton and there are many special important problems in its theory. 
One class of such problems which we shall call "the problems of automata pro-
gramming" may be formulated in the following way. 
Let Ag].p, A J; en, • • •, A^j, be partial automata (for example generalized) and 
f be a mapping 
^ • I W Y A ' ^ Y V A № 
r • ^gen Л -f»gen Л . . . Л i*gen м. 
It is necessary to find partial automata A ^ ' , A^ i ' , such that 
A ^ g A » ( ¿ = 1 7 ? ) and Agen£Agen (t • 1,?) ^(Agen, Agen, ..., Aggn) m̂ax 
where 
i'max = „ i^ax ^(AgenJ Agen, •••> Agei)-A1 ' F A U Agen t Agen 
l=~q 
Such problems, for example, are very important for optimization of automata or 
some systems and processes which may be described in terms of automata. One 
such problem concerned with automata reliability was solved in [1]. 
Finally the author wishes to express his deep gratitude to the University of 
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